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Outputbands

Developed for mixed bandwidth and incompatibly tuned VLBI experiments.

These include EVN-BRAND VLBI with station specific tunings to avoid local RFI, and
GMVA and EHT VLBI with phased arrays and 2048/64/62.5/32 MHz recorded bands.
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Outputbands recovers a uniform bandwidth and HOPS, FITS-IDI compatible visibilities.



Implementations of Outputbands Feature
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Offline with normal zoom correlation + difx2difx.py post-processing

Native on-the-fly with ‘outputbands’ branch vex2difx and mpifxcorr



Offline Implementation

1) Invent suitable ZOOM definitions for v2d file.    2) Correlate.

3) De-zoom the DiFX visibilities:
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<difx basename>D2D.input Updated job metadata, new frequency IDs
<difx basename>D2D/DIFX_* Spectrally concatenated visibility data

$ difx2difx.py  <configfile> <difx basename>

[config]

stitch_basefreqs: 86100.0, 86162.5, 86225.0, 86287.5

target_bw: 58.0

target_nchan: 3712

target_chavg: 32

[phases_deg]

AA = -32.0, -64.0, +16.0, ...

Spectrally concatenates/de-zooms all vis. records

found in difx data file that fall into 86100-86158 MHz

In use for certain GMVA 86G VLBI sessions.

Output files:



Native Implementation
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Intended for EVN-BRAND where stations may tune differently to avoid local RFI,
and for EHTC 230/345G VLBI with Phased NOEMA (IRAM) plus Phased ALMA.

<expt.v2d>

SETUP defaultSetup {

outputBandwidth = 58.0  # [auto | <bandwidth> in MHz]

…

}

<expt>_<jobnr>.* The usual set of various DiFX output files
<expt>_<jobnr>.channelflags Spectral channel flagging file

Output files:

1) Set a target bandwidth. No zooms, vex2difx determines them automatically. 

2) Correlate. De-zooming happens during correlation.



Steps to Install from DiFX SVN
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$ svn co https://svn.atnf.csiro.au/difx/

$ cd difx ; edit ./setup/setup.bash

export DIFX_VERSION=outputbands

(and other local edits for e.g. Intel IPP, OpenMPI, CPGLOT paths)

$ pushd ./applications/difx2mark4/trunk/ ; \

svn patch ../branches/outputbands/difx2mark4_r9894_*.svndiff ; popd

$ cd setup ; source ./setup.bash

$ ./install-difx --ipp --withhops --withm6support --withmark6meta --withpython

Installation based on DiFX Trunk plus the following from ‘outputbands’ branch:
applications/vex2difx/branches/outputbands/

libraries/difxio/branches/outputbands/

mpifxcorr/branches/outputbands/

applications/difx2mark4/branches/outputbands/*.svndiff

See also www.atnf.csiro.au/vlbi/dokuwiki/doku.php/difx/installation

https://svn.atnf.csiro.au/difx/
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/vlbi/dokuwiki/doku.php/difx/installation


New Vex2difx + Mpifxcorr Behavior
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.v2d SETUP section new
outputBandwidth parameter

.input BASELINE table new
TARGET FREQ keyword for map

vex2difx splits sky coverage at each 
band edge, marking where zoom 
bands should not cross. Regions in 
between get filled with zooms and 
assigned to output frequencies.

Memory pointer magic in mpifxcorr
glues together zoom spectral data
in the way described by .input file.

outputBandwidth outputBandwidth

sky frequency coverage



Some Caveats

Very automatic setup
• Outputband locations are automatic and cannot be manually dictated
• Overlapped bands (ALMA) lead to automatic selection of “best” band slice

Functional restriction
• Multi-datastream case, an outputband cannot cross different datastreams

More careful calibration
• Before correlation must “align” all contributing recorded bands (clock offsets)
• After correlation should do a complex bandpass calibration (in-band artefacts)
• Need Tsys over outputbands instead of over VEX channels (reprocess Tsys)
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Steps for Correlation
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Pre-Calibration
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Recorded bands have phase offset, data loss fraction, delay offset, etc.

These are not necessarily identical across all recorded bands.

Outputbands combine recorded band data, offsets turn into “in-band” discontinuities.

32 MHz



Pre-Calibration
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First run DiFX correlations with a manual zoom band placed in each recorded band.

32 MHz

1) Determine and remove crude station clock offsets and jumps (VEX clock_early)
2) Determine and remove per-band&polarization offsets (v2d freqClockOffs).

Ideally use a wideband station as reference for the delays of a PFB/DDC station
3) Optionally, and too complicated, fine tune the v2d clock offsets for phase…



Prepare Outputbands Correlation
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In v2d file remove any custom ZOOM definitions, and specify an outputBandwidth, e.g.,

SETUP defaultSetup {

tInt = 1.024 doPolar = True

FFTSpecRes = 0.00781250    outputSpecRes = 0.5

xmacLength = 0 strideLength = 0

outputBandwidth = 128.0   # 128 MHz, could also use 58 MHz or other “suitable”

}

Run vex2difx, which behind the scenes creates zoom bands and their assembly plans.

$ vex2difx -f -v -v -v *.v2d

Verbose mode (many -v) provides details about the outputbands and their assembly.
Or inspect the generated .input (printDiFXInput.py), or plot files (plotVexChannels.py).



View Assembly Plan in plotDiFXInput.py
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$ printDiFXInput.py *.input 

…

Baseline PV x YS / DS  5 x  6

Cross-products set 0:

pols LL freqs 41.0 MHz USB [5248-ch/64-avg] @ 86012.0 MHz x 41.0 MHz USB [5248-ch/64-avg] @ 86012.0 MHz

zoom  1 x zoom 17 -> fq 45 x 45 -> outFq 41

…

All output FREQs referenced by BASELINEs:

fq  41 : 128.0 MHz USB [16384-ch/64-avg] @ 86012.0 MHz

fq  42 : 128.0 MHz USB [16384-ch/64-avg] @ 86140.0 MHz

fq  43 : 128.0 MHz USB [16384-ch/64-avg] @ 86268.0 MHz

fq  44 : 128.0 MHz USB [16384-ch/64-avg] @ 86396.0 MHz

4 freqs in total expected in output visibility data

…

Outputbands and their assembly:

freq 41 128.0 MHz USB [16384-ch/64-avg] @ 86012.0 MHz assembled from

fq  45 bw 41.0 MHz USB at 86012.0 MHz

fq  46 bw 23.0 MHz USB at 86053.0 MHz

fq  47 bw 41.0 MHz USB at 86076.0 MHz

fq  48 bw 23.0 MHz USB at 86117.0 MHz

freq 42 128.0 MHz USB [16384-ch/64-avg] @ 86140.0 MHz assembled from

…



View Assembly Plan view in plotVexChannels.py

VEX channels (wedges)
.input BASELINE visibilities (bars)
zoom bands not present in v2d
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$ plotVexChannels.py <vexfile> [<v2d>] [<inputfile>] [<freqName> ...]

128 MHz



(can use it to view normal VEX/DiFX configs as well…)

vex + v2d

VEX channels (wedges)

v2d user ZOOM defs (bars)

vex + .input

VEX channels (wedges)

.input BASELINE defs (bars)
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Correlation
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Can use ‘startdifx’ to correlate
• Performance similar to normal DiFX run

• Faster than offline Outputbands method, no temporary high resolution data

Convert DiFX results
• Trunk difx2fits works also for outputbands correlations

• manually patched Trunk difx2mark4 should be used

Example outputband fringe plots…
• NOEMA–Pico–Yebes VLBI: PolyFix 64 MHz, R2DBE 2048 MHz, DBBC3 64 MHz

• Illustrate also the need for some post-correlation calibration steps



Yebes-Pico with 128 MHz Outputbands
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Yebes backend 64 MHz LSB and USB 

channel bandpass shapes, non-flat phase

 bandpass calibration

128 MHz

Yebes 8 x 64M



Pico-NOEMA with 128 MHz Outputbands
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NOEMA

32 x 64M

Sharp NOEMA 64 MHz

channel bandpasses,

slight residual delay

 bandpass calibration

Low weights; ”c” comes from NOEMA ch14/15/16,

However NOEMA ch0-15 reside in one Datastream,

while ch16-31 in another Datastream;   DiFX issue!

 merge VDIF files before correlation
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ALMA channel bandpass

Phase and delay offsets 

between recorded bands

ALMA-APEX simulated1 1000 MHz outputband

ALMA 32 x 62.5M overlapped

1) Simulated due EHTC and ALMA data policy. Any resemblance is coincidental.



Post-Correlation Calibration
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Flagging of Spectral Channels
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When two or more recorded bands are spectrally concatenated,
spectral channels at the “joining edges” lack usable phase information.

Similarly, with spectral averaging, some “edge” channels are not easily calibrated.



New DiFX .channelflags File
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The outputbands branch introduces a new flag file. It is created by vex2difx.

Example <job_1000.channelflags>

# Station, start-stop times, DiFX freq Id, start-stop channels

AA 58230.158333 58230.161111 96 38 38 'edge'

AA 58230.158333 58230.161111 97 61 61 'edge'

NQ 58230.158333 58230.161111 96 38 38 'edge'

NQ 58230.158333 58230.161111 97 61 61 'edge'

Difx2fits (trunk) imports the flag file, if present, into FITS-IDI table FG#1.

Difx2mark4 alas needs manual notch filter definitions in the control file.



Amplitude Scaling
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Data weights partially accounted for 
• zoom ‘sub’bands get scaled as usual in DiFX even when inside outputband
• outputband data weights are bandwidth-weighted averages of zoom band weights.

”ACCOR”



Complex Bandpass Calibration
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Under AIPS, or CASA/rPICARD pipeline, or HOPS EHT pipeline
Calibration performance still to be inspected, especially long-term stability.

”BPASS”



Amplitude Calibration by Tsys
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Stations usually deliver Tsys in the frequency range of the recorded bands

Tsys should be derived inside the outputbands

Bandwidth-weighted average to produce new Tsys? Can be scripted, but is not yet.

Ideally: original single dish sky-hot-cold series of spectra, and 
adjust Tsys extraction windows onto the locations of the actual outputbands.



Future
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Currently DiFX Outputbands is based on Trunk.

Correlation of future EHT VLBI observations with Phased NOEMA plus ALMA would
need Outputbands. Convenient to base that on EHT-verified DiFX 2.6.2?

Target integration into DiFX 2.6.0? Release as part of DiFX 2.6.3/2.6.4?

More testers-breakers? 
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https://www.iram.fr/GENERAL/NOEMA-Phase-A.pdf

Northern Extended Millimeter Array (NOEMA)
• Upgrade of IRAM Plateau de Bure interferometer array

• New correlator, more antennas (12), wider IF bandwidth (32G)

• First VLBI fringe test 2 Dec 2020 at 86 GHz, successful!
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https://www.iram.fr/GENERAL/NOEMA-Phase-A.pdf


Frequency Setups in GMVA, EHT VLBI
with ALMA+NOEMA

NOEMA subbands at LO2 ± n∙64 MHz; for n = 0…63 

LO

ALMA subbands LO2 ± n∙58.59375 MHz; for n = 0…31

LO

EHT stations 2048 MHz

GMVA 64 MHz, 512 MHz, …

VLBA 128 MHz

• ALMA architecture not VLBI friendly in placement and 
width of the 62.5 MHz channels, NOEMA better but has 
fixed narrow 64 MHz channels

• While easily correlated against 2048 MHz stations,
this ends up requiring too many visibility data IFs, 
breaking FITS-IDI compatibility


